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MethodMethodMethodMethodMethod

1 Sieve flour,  baking powder together.
Stir in sugar.

2 Beat together eggs, milk, and melted
margarine and pour into the dry
ingredients.

3 Mix together grated apples, cinnamon,
nutmeg and lemon rind.

4 Stir into muffin mix.

5 Place in a well greased muffin tin.

6 Bake in a hot oven 220°C or gas mark 8
for 20–25 minutes until golden brown.

Communicating with the maker
It is important that the way to produce the

food product is communicated clearly and

unambiguously. This requires careful

instructions. The amount of detail in these

instructions will depend on the scale of

production.

Small-scale recipes
for use at home

Recipes always contain the

following information:

• list of ingredients;

• amount of each ingredient

required to provide for a

certain number;

• step-by-step instructions

covering preparation

details with likely time

taken, cooking procedures

with timings and serving suggestions.

Recipes often have a picture of the finished product and

sometimes the starting ingredients. Sometimes the step-by-step

instructions are illustrated.
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Large-scale recipes for use in manufacturing –

Batch production

The small scale recipe for apple muffins on the previous page needs to be

adapted because it takes for granted certain stages. You get to point 2 and have

not melted the margarine or point 6 and have not put on the oven!

Here is a production schedule where everything is mentioned in the proper order.

It ensures an efficient process.

APPLE SPICE MUFFINS PRODUCTION SCHEDULEAPPLE SPICE MUFFINS PRODUCTION SCHEDULEAPPLE SPICE MUFFINS PRODUCTION SCHEDULEAPPLE SPICE MUFFINS PRODUCTION SCHEDULEAPPLE SPICE MUFFINS PRODUCTION SCHEDULE

INGREDIENTSINGREDIENTSINGREDIENTSINGREDIENTSINGREDIENTS   EQUIPMENT  EQUIPMENT  EQUIPMENT  EQUIPMENT  EQUIPMENT

2OO g plain flour scales, teaspoon, fork,
2 teaspoons baking powder mixing bowl, wooden spoon,
75 g sugar smaller bowl, peeler, sharp knife,
1 egg sieve, chopping board,
250 ml milk plates for ingredients, grater,
50 g margarine measuring jug, muffin tin
175 g grated cooking apples
pinch of cinnamon
1/

2  
 teaspoon grated lemon rind

METHODMETHODMETHODMETHODMETHOD QUALITY ASSURANCEQUALITY ASSURANCEQUALITY ASSURANCEQUALITY ASSURANCEQUALITY ASSURANCE

PreparationPreparationPreparationPreparationPreparation

Grease muffin tin

Light oven 220°C, gas mark 8

Collect equipment

Weigh ingredients Accuracy required

MakingMakingMakingMakingMaking

11111 Sieve flour, baking powder into a mixing
 bowl. Stir in sugar,

22222 Peel and core apples. Grate. Grate lemon. Grate lemon zest only, not white pith
Mix together with spices. Stir well to distribute spice

33333 Melt margarine. Do not overheat just enough heat to melt it.

44444 Place milk and egg in a bowl, beat in the Beat well to prevent lumps. Mixture should
melted margarine. Pour into dry ingredients. be smooth

55555 Stir in grated apple mixture. Ensure well mixed.

66666 Place equal amounts in the muffin mix. Ensure that all are the same size.

77777 Place in oven. Just above centre of oven.....

88888 Bake for 20–25 minutes. Check after 20 minutes, should be
well risen and golden brown. CRT 4

well risen
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Continuous production

For the production of very large quantities the

food industry uses a continuous production

line. The preparation of the materials, assembly

and cooking of the product is carried out by

automated machines controlled by

microprocessors. The production schedule will

provide instructions for the programming of the

microprocessor to suit the product being

manufactured. The flow chart below shows the

process for the production of filled quiches.

Information for both the pastry and filling

ingredients is usually provided as percentages

as shown in the tables. These can easily be

converted into the actual amount required.

Note the following features about the process:

• tolerances for weighed amounts to

within +/- 3 g;

• Hazard Analysis of Critial Control Points

(HACCP) is built into the production

schedule for storing, baking temperatures

and chilling temperatures;

• the oven for cooking the filled quiche has

three temperature zones; starting at a high

temperature 200°C and falling to 190°C in

the second zone and then to 180°C in the

third zone;

• the speed of the conveyor belt will be

controlled so that the time spent in each of

the three zones is as required for cooking;

• the product is moved rapidly from the oven

to a blast chiller which then ensures rapid

cooling to a temperature at which

microorganisms do not thrive.

▼

▼

Pastry ingredients

weighed

Pastry ingredients

mixed

Dough pressed into

foil containers

Pastry cases baked

Pastry cases filled

Filled cases baked

in Zone 1 at 200°C

Filled cases baked

in Zone 2 at 190°C

Filled cases baked

in Zone 3 at 180°C

Cooked quiches blast

chilled to below 5°C

Cold quiches packed

Filling material

mixed and

stored as

cooled liquid

slurry

Quiche pastryQuiche pastryQuiche pastryQuiche pastryQuiche pastry

flour 60%
fat 30%
water 10%

Quiche fillingQuiche fillingQuiche fillingQuiche fillingQuiche filling

milk 30%
liquid whole egg 18%
cheese 18%
onion 10%
tomato 10%
Spersatex 5.5%
Ultratex 5.5%
salt   1%
pepper   1%
mustard   1%
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Communicating how to use the product

In addition to telling the consumer about the

type of product and providing nutritional and

storage information, the packaging may need to

provide instructions on how to prepare the food

product for eating. It is important that these

instructions are clear and unambiguous. Other

information you might find includes:

• conventional cooking and microwave

cooking instructions;

• whether or not the product is suitable for

home-freezing;

• instructions on defrosting or cooking from

frozen;

• a recipe in which the product can be used.

Some products are supported by the sale of

recipe books which show how to produce

particular dishes using the product.  All this

information helps to make the product more

attractive to the consumer.

Examples of all these types of user support are

shown in the panel below. You may develop

some examples of these as part of your

designing and making with food.

User support for food products


